RECIPES IN COLLECTIONS

Bradford

Calderdale

Kirklees

Wakefield

Leeds

Food Recipes
33D97/1/17 – CoOperative Women’s
Guild Scrap book and
recipe book [1960s]

DC:1763 – Recipe to
make Valencia wine sent
to Martha Lewis [early
19th century]

37D82 – Kathleen Binns
of Bradford Recipe
[mainly War time] books
includes ‘Wise Eating in
Wartime’, ‘Simple Dishes
for Wartime’, ‘Potato
Recipes’, ‘Family
Recipes in wartime’ and
‘War Time Eating for
Growing Children’ [19381943]
108D77/458 – Recipe
book by Clara Daniel
[1917]

PB/B:131 – Recipe book
of Mrs J E Bentley [late
19th-20th century]

RMP:1117 – Printed
recipe book [c1700]

KC174/124 - 'Just
imported, a large quantity
of Neddy Baines's Patent
Red Herring Soup by
order of the poor Law
Commissioners' giving
price and recipe [1834]
KC398 – Recipe book
from the Dean family of
Berry Brow [1905-1989]

KC571 – Recipe book
from the Dewsbury
library Collection [17731850]

C657/21 – Kinsley
Church Recipe Book
[1920s]

WYL72 – Recipe book of
Harriett Fox from the
papers of the Lane Fox
of Bramham Papers
[1735]

C1253/1 – recipe book
indexed includes monthly
menus/bills of fare, as
well as recipes for such
dishes as quaking
pudding, chicken pie,
roast capon, roast
venison, Christmas
dinner, tansy, chocolate
creams and vegetarian
dishes [1740-1751]
WYL1352/A4/[1558]/95 Recipe for the
preparation of peaches
and apricots from the
Nostell Priory [Winn
Family] Collection [nd]

WYL189/C/64/2 - Copy
of John Bainer's recipe
for making bread from
very unsound corn sent
to the Leeds Mercury
[Nov 1816]

WYL385 – Unidentified
Recipe book [c1840]

Please note: this list is an overview of collections held by WYAS and it is not comprehensive– some offices may hold unlisted
collections or related items within other collections so please contact the relevant office if you cannot find what you are looking for

RECIPES IN COLLECTIONS

Bradford

Calderdale

BDP55/4/1/2 – Recipe
book being a Bazaar
souvenir from the Ingrowcum-Hainworth St John
the Evangelist Parish
Collection [1924]

SH:7/JN/1150 - Letter
from Mary Corpey, Paris,
to John Lister including a
recipe for coffee [Aug
1875]

KC753/Box 9 - Hannah
Briggs, box of items
relating to handicrafts
and cookery including
recipe books and cards
[early 20th century]

DB39/C29/1 – Mrs
Margaret Abercomy’s
Recipe Book [1736]

SH:7/LL/375 - Letter from
B Horner, York, to Mrs
Lister, Northgate House,
Halifax with a recipe for
preserving plums [Aug
1816]
SH:7/LL/431 - Letter from
C Clarke to her parents
with a recipe for
raspberry vinegar [18th
century]

KC981/12/1 - Envelope
marked 'Recipes' from
Elsie Harling Nurse and
Voluntary Worker of
Dalton [1930s - 1980s]

SpSt/7/28 – recipe for
Jam [early 18th century]

Kirklees

KC1006/1/3 – Recipe
book, culinary and
household from Gladys
Hawley, Teacher of
Huddersfield [19th
century]

Wakefield

Leeds

WYL826/360 to 372 –
Recipes from the Ingilby
of Lawkland Collection
including recipes for
macaroons, yeast, pickle
beef and pork, wine from
planetree juice,
dandelion wine, ginger
beer, lemon cheese,
crisp biscuits and lemon
drops [early 19th century]
WYL1352/A4/[1558]/177 WYL1971/117 – Salem
– Recipe and bill from the United Reformed Church:
'200th Anniversary
Nostell Priory [Winn
Family] Collection [1771] Recipe Book' [1984]

WYL1352/A4/[1558]/96/ Recipe for currant syrup
from the Nostell Priory
[Winn Family] Collection
[nd]

WYL1352/A4/[1564]/6 Recipe involving
marshmallow and gum
Arabic from the Nostell
Priory [Winn Family]
Collection [nd]

WYL5021/24/2 – Recipe
book from Wesleyan
church bazaar [1910]

Please note: this list is an overview of collections held by WYAS and it is not comprehensive– some offices may hold unlisted
collections or related items within other collections so please contact the relevant office if you cannot find what you are looking for

RECIPES IN COLLECTIONS

Bradford
WYB75/19/6/3 –
Authentic recipe for the
Horton Moravian
Lovefeast Bun [1961]

Calderdale
SH:7/ML/682 - Letter
from Isabella Norcliffe,
Langton, to Anne Lister,
Shibden Hall with a
recipe for sauce [May
1833]

Kirklees

WYK1593/3/7 - 'The
Roberttown Cookery
Book, Favourite Recipes
Tested by Well Known
Ladies' [printed] gives a
list of what food is in
season during the year
and also provides the
name of each lady who
provided a recipe [early
20th century]
KC804/1/1 –
WYB119/4 - Photocopy
SHA:191 – Recipe book
Mathematics exercise
of a page out of a book
of Ella Thomas from the
book contains medicinal
belonging to Sallie
papers of the Shaw
th
Murgatroyd for a recipe
Family of Stainland [19 - and culinary recipes from
the Morton Family of
for Christmas pudding
20th century]
Lindley Collection [19th
[c19th century]
century]
WYC:1212/2 – George
WYB305/6/1 – Recipe
PSC/4/2/6 – Notebook
Book including recipes by Shaw of Halifax, Baker,
containing recipes from
Recipe book for cakes
members of Shipley
the Peter Stead
th
[20 century]
Evening Townswomen's
Collection [1997-1999]
Guild [c1968]

Wakefield

Leeds

WYL1352/A4/[1594]/9 –
Recipe in French from
the Nostell Priory [Winn
Family] Collection [nd]

LLD1/4/36/9 – papers of
the Keighley Food
Control Committee
including recommended
recipes [1917]

WYW1385 – Hodgson
Family Account book and
recipe Book [1800-1838]

WYL68/42 – Scrap book
containing recipes from
the Healaugh Estate
Records [19th century]

C281/11/2 – Recipes for
soups and puddings from
the papers of the
Reverend Samuel Sharp
Vicar of Wakefield
[c1786-19th century]

WYL100/F/8 – Bundle of
recipes from the Temple
Newsam Family and
estate Collection [17th18th century]

Please note: this list is an overview of collections held by WYAS and it is not comprehensive– some offices may hold unlisted
collections or related items within other collections so please contact the relevant office if you cannot find what you are looking for

RECIPES IN COLLECTIONS

Bradford

Calderdale

Kirklees

Wakefield

Leeds

WYB213 – Papers of Mr
Wilfred Burnett including
'Radiation Cookery Book'
selection of proved
recipes for use with
Radiation 'New World'
regulo-controlled gas
cookers with a single
oven burner [1923] and a
booklet of recipes
compiled by the 'Young
Wives' of Hall Royd
Methodist Church,
Shipley [c1975-1982]
WYB287/7/15 – Recipe
book written in a Baildon
School Board exercise
book [nd]

KMB:938 – Book of ‘Mrs WYK1131/9 – Booklet of
Armytage’s Recipes’ [mid recipes from the Denby
Dale Centenary
19th century]
[Wesleyan] Methodist
Church Records [1964]

C1126 – Lucy Smith and
June Robinson Diaries
and Recipes [c18871987]

WYL230/2860 –
Calculations for rent on
the back of a recipe for
bottling gooseberries and
making ink from the
Ingilby Records [19th
century]

WYP/LE/A90/239 –
common place book kept
by Richard Laycock
[Leeds Police] containing
recipes

WYL230/3662 – papers
including recipes and
remedies from the Ingilby
Records [17th century]

WYB362/20 – Recipe
books from the
Greenwoods of
Oxenhope [1790-1948]

MISC:1026 – Drake
Family of Halifax Papers
includes recipes [18771979]

WYK1302/3/1 – Note
book containing recipes
for rice pudding, apple
balls, baked roly poly,
West Riding Pudding
[1917]
WYK1507/4 – Notebook
containing recipes from
the Carr-Stead Family
Collection [nd]

WYL1352/C4/8/1 to 9 –
Culinary recipes, medical
prescriptions some
written in German and
French from the Nostell
Priory [Winn Family]
Collection [1700s]

WYL1203/20/6 – Dried
egg notes and recipes
from the Ministry of Food
[c1940]

MISC:509/9 – Japhet
Issott Papers including
recipes [1715]

Please note: this list is an overview of collections held by WYAS and it is not comprehensive– some offices may hold unlisted
collections or related items within other collections so please contact the relevant office if you cannot find what you are looking for

RECIPES IN COLLECTIONS

Bradford

Calderdale

9D92/21 – Scrapbook of
recipes [c1900s-1920s]

RMP:913 – 'The
experienced English
Housekeeper' by
Catharine Brooks
includes recipes and tips
[nd]
SH:3/L/122 – Culinary
13D95 – Idle Parish
recipes and medical
Church Centenary
orescriptions collected by
Bazaar Souvenir
Anne Lister and others
Cookery Book [1930]
from The Lister Family of
Shibden Hall Collection
[19th century]
SH:7/ML/196 – Recipes
68D82/26/75 –
Miscellaneous recipes for for Savoy biscuits and
the Sir Matthew Wilson of sponge cake from The
Lister Family of Shibden
Eshton Hall Family
Hall Collection [Apr 1826]
Papers [nd]
DB63/C10/3 - C J
Cutcliffe Hyne, recipes
and notes: 'Unusual
Dishes & Others - A
Traveller's Cookery Book'
[20th century]

SH:3/MS/2 –
Commonplace book of
poems, puzzles and
recipes from The Lister
Family of Shibden Hall
Collection [1774]

Kirklees

Wakefield

Leeds

KC312/5/2 Tolson
Museum collection, Joe
Ellis, notebooks including
recipes, 1867-1868

WYL1352/A4/[1558]/93 Recipes and note from
Susette Pilgrim to ? from
the Nostell Priory [Winn
Family] Collection [nd]

WYL1260 – Collection of
recipes made by a lady
associated with Rodley
[1896-1929]

WYL1352/A4/[1558]/82 –
recipes from the Nostell
Priory [Winn Family]
Collection [nd]

WYL1971/116 – Salem
United Reform Church
Recipes and quotations
[1934]

WYL1352/A1/8/[1482] –
memorandum book
containing recipes from
the Nostell Priory [Winn
Family] Collection [18481852]
C1084 – Stothard and
freeman Ladies and
Children’s Outfitters
Collection includes
recipies and remedies
[c1890-1909]

WYL230/3662 – papers
including recipes and
remedies from the Ingilby
Records [later 17th
century]

Please note: this list is an overview of collections held by WYAS and it is not comprehensive– some offices may hold unlisted
collections or related items within other collections so please contact the relevant office if you cannot find what you are looking for

RECIPES IN COLLECTIONS

Bradford
DB71/C6/41 – Souvenir
booklet on the Bradford
Independent Labour
Party's 'International
Fancy Fair' includes
recipes
SpSt/6/7/13 – Cookery
recipes for food and drink
[18th century]

WYB88/6 and 7 – Books
‘Yorkshire Recipes by
Yorkshire Housewives
[c1930s]
WYB344/40 – Recipe for
making bread with less
flour by the Keighley
Food Control Committee
[Apr 1917]
WYB362/20/4 – Recipes
from the Greenwoods of
Oxenhope [19th century]

Calderdale

Kirklees

Wakefield

Leeds

SH:7/JN/B/51 - Recipes
and cures from The
Lister Family of Shibden
Hall Collection [17351933]
WIM:348 – Menus and
Recipes from William
Morris and Sons Limited
Worsted Spinners of
Sowerby Bridge [19471976]
WYC:1147/88 – Recipes
including '181 Attractive
recipes from the Kitchens
of Halifax Ladies' [20th
century]
WYC:1301/3/2 – Miss
Sarah Law of Colnholm
recipes and cures [19081909]
WYC:1398/6/2/1/10 to 11
– Notebooks containing
recipes from the
Heywood United Reform
Church Collection[c1944]

Please note: this list is an overview of collections held by WYAS and it is not comprehensive– some offices may hold unlisted
collections or related items within other collections so please contact the relevant office if you cannot find what you are looking for

RECIPES IN COLLECTIONS

Bradford

Calderdale

Kirklees

Wakefield

Leeds

C1253/2 – recipe book
includes cures for a
'nervous headache' and
rheumatism [1740-1751]

WYL407/1and2 –
Medicinal Recipe Books
from Castelow Chemists,
Leeds [1832-1903]

WYL1352/A4/[1558]/83 Recipe for 'Rossolis de
Lois XIIII bon contre les
indigestions et les vents
et coliques qui provienent
de ces deux causes' from
the Nostell Priory [Winn
Family] Collection [nd]
WYL1352/A4/[1564]/18 Recipe for a remedy.
Signed 'JF' from the
Nostell Priory [Winn
Family] Collection [Jun
1775]

WYL826/363 – Recipe
for a strengthening
medicine from the Ingilby
of Lawkland Collection
[1827]

Medicinal Recipes
23D97 – Joseph Wright
Horsforth of Keighley
Copy of Medical Recipe
Book containing recipes
for human medical,
animal and household
uses [1787-1842]

SH:7/LL/75 - Letter from
Mary Lister, Hampstead,
to her father, James
Lister, Shibden Hall with
a recipe for distemper
[Oct 1729]

32D83/2/3 - Recipes for
medicines, poisons,
polishes and related
items [1860s]

SH:7/ML/615 - Letter
from Ann Norcliffe,
Langton, to Anne Lister,
Shibden Hall with a
recipe for strengthening
the blood [Oct 1832]

37D82/2 - 'The Doctors'
Cookery Book' published
by the British Medical
Association owned by
Kathleen Binns of
Bradford [1938]

DC:1778 – Nursery
notebook includes
remedies and recipes
[1912-1925]

B/JB/7/1 – Medicinal
recipe book contains 107
recipes including such
things as anti billious,
laxative, female
weakness, pregnancy
pains, backache, diuretic,
stomach tonic [nd]
DD/WMB/103 –
Medicinal recipe
including oatmeal and
strychnine from the
papers of the Beaumont
of Whitley Family [?18th
century]
KC589 - Recipe for
ointment note on back
inside cover of a
medicine 'for the grips'
from the papers of
William Heaton, Clothier
[c1774]

WYL230/3662 – papers
including recipes and
remedies from the Ingilby
Records [17th century]

Please note: this list is an overview of collections held by WYAS and it is not comprehensive– some offices may hold unlisted
collections or related items within other collections so please contact the relevant office if you cannot find what you are looking for

RECIPES IN COLLECTIONS

Bradford

Calderdale

Kirklees

Wakefield

Leeds

47D75 – Papers
transferred from
Cartwright Hall includes
recipes possibly
medicinal [19th century]

SH:3/AB/1 – Pocket book
of Dr Matthew
Houldsworth includes
cures and recipes from
The Lister Family of
Shibden Hall Collection
[1654]

WYL1352/A4/[1602]/10 –
Recipe for the treatment
of cuts from the Nostell
Priory [Winn Family]
Collection [nd]

WYL2121/2 – Journal
containing 'recipes for
diseases in men or cattle'
[nd]

DB16/C17/2b – Copy or
forgery of a medicinal
recipe called 'The Ladye
Hewet's Water' [17th
century]

SH:3/L/122 – Culinary
recipes and medical
orescriptions collected by
Anne Lister and others
from The Lister Family of
Shibden Hall Collection
[19th century]

KC678 - Medicinal recipe
book of Benjamin
Redfearn, Druggist and
Grocer of Batley with
index for items such as
aerated lemonade, bowel
complaints, bunion
solvent, embrocation for
horses, furniture paste,
gargle for sore throat,
horse blisters, whooping
cough mixture, hair
restorer, tooth powder
[1860s]
WYK190/1/1/1 - Recipe
book includes 'an
excellent ‘sho black’, for
ratts, headache, female
pills, consumption,
toothache' [1818]

WYL1352/A4/[1602]/11 –
Recipe for the treatment
for cuts in horses from
the Nostell Priory [Winn
Family] Collection [nd]

WYL130/1 Correspondence
between Gavin
Cuthbertson and his son
the Reverend Robert
Cuthbertson providing an
account of his son John's
fever with remedies
applied [Sep 1831]

Please note: this list is an overview of collections held by WYAS and it is not comprehensive– some offices may hold unlisted
collections or related items within other collections so please contact the relevant office if you cannot find what you are looking for

RECIPES IN COLLECTIONS

Bradford

Calderdale

Kirklees

Wakefield

Leeds

JOW/14/10 - Recipe
book and recipes of
medical cures for farming
animals [c1789-1815]

SH:7/ML/MISC/13 to 14
– Notes on the treatment
of ailments and other
household hints from The
Lister Family of Shibden
Hall Collection [1811,
1822]

KC275 – Cousin Family
papers includes
medicinal recipes of
Richard Armitage [16641680]

WYL150/6001/83 –
Medical opinions upon a
tumor and remedies of
Mr Kelway and Mr
Blondell from the Vyner
of Studley Royal estate
Archive [c1715]

SpSt/6/1/52 - Letter from
E Gascoigne of
Parlington to Walter
Stanhope in Leeds
enclosing a medicinal
recipe for hoof salve for
horses [1737]

SH:3/L/125 –
Miscellaneous cures and
recipes from The Lister
Family of Shibden Hall
Collection [18th-19th
century]

SpSt/6/7/11 – Recipe for
a medicinal drink [17th
century]

SH:7/JN/B/51 - Recipes
and cures from The
Lister Family of Shibden
Hall Collection [17351933]

KC774/4/1 – Recipes for
simple syrup and pink
ointment from the Walfox
Limited [later Howard
Lloyd and Company
Limited manufacturing
Chemist of Batley
Records Collection
[1945]
KC804/1/1 –
Mathematics exercise
book contains medicinal
and culinary recipes from
the Morton Family of
Lindley Collection [19th
century]

WYL1352/A4/[1609]/10 Recipe for a remedy
involving hermodactyls,
lavender, Kermes,
Sarsaparilla and oysters
from the Nostell Priory
[Winn Family] Collection
[nd]
WYL1352/A4/[1609]/11 Recipe for a remedy
involving myrrh, china
root, egg shells, bark
from the Nostell Priory
[Winn Family] Collection
[nd]

WYW1673/1/1/1 - Letter
from Anne Hawksworth
to 'Anne', with enclosed
recipe for a 'Breast Salve'
the 'Salve' is 'as good for
boils as a sore breast'.
From the Woolley Hall
Papers [mid 19th century]

WYL230/3662 – papers
including recipes and
remedies from the Ingilby
Records [later 17th
century]

WYL230/1717 – Letter
from J Simpson giving
some medicinal remedies
from the Ingilby Records
[Oct 1730]

Please note: this list is an overview of collections held by WYAS and it is not comprehensive– some offices may hold unlisted
collections or related items within other collections so please contact the relevant office if you cannot find what you are looking for

RECIPES IN COLLECTIONS

Bradford

Calderdale

51D98/3/28 - Exercise
book containing
handwritten remedies for
ailments in alphabetical
order of ailments and
ingredients [early 20th
century]
32D83/15/4 –Recipe for
home cures [1839-1846]

WYC:1301/3/2 – Miss
Sarah Law of Cornholm
recipes and cures [19081909]

KX211 – George Hill of
Kirkburton notebook
[copy] containing cures
[20th century]

C86 – Notebook
containing animal
treatments [1691-1720

WYL230/acc2662/17/51
– Letter concerning Sir
John Ingilby’s ill health
and remedies from the
Ingilby Records [Sep
1801]

MISC:690/2 – Joe
Dickinson, Gardner’s
Expenditure book
includes medical notes
and remedies [19041922]

KX294 – Green Family of
Honley Records [copies]
includes medicinal
recipes [20th century]

WYL826/361 – recipes
including a cure for back
ache from the Ingilby of
Lawkland Records [19th
century]

WYC:1183/1 – Notes on
life, remedies and the
drapery business from
the Alderman Joseph
Harold Waddington of
Halifax collection [c18831884]

KX362 – John
Waddington of Parkgate,
Armitage Bridge
Notebooks [copies]
including medicinal and
household recipes [20th
century]

C281/16/9 – Accounts
including recipes for colic
and cholera morbus
cures from the papers of
the Reverend Samuel
Sharp Vicar of Wakefield
[c1786-19th century]
WYW1673/1/3/1 –
Scrapbook containing
handwritten medicinal
recipes from the Woolley
Hall Papers [c1870s]

68D82/26/79 – Recipes
for convulsions [nd]

Kirklees

Wakefield

Leeds

WYL78/A/I/29 – Letter
from Samuel Smiles to
Janet Hartree containing
a cure for boils

Please note: this list is an overview of collections held by WYAS and it is not comprehensive– some offices may hold unlisted
collections or related items within other collections so please contact the relevant office if you cannot find what you are looking for

RECIPES IN COLLECTIONS

Bradford

Calderdale

Kirklees

Wakefield

DB9/1 – Account book
which includes medicinal
recipes [1776-1814]

BAR:18 - Cure for fever,
ague and headaches
from the Horton and Bold
Families of Barkisland
Collection [c1708]

DD/WBM/13/3 – Report
of the committee headed
by The Duke of Kent and
the Duke of Sussex into
a process to cure insanity
from the Beaumont
Whitley Family Collection
[1813]

WYL1352/C4/8/1 to 9 –
Culinary recipes and
medical prescriptions
some written in German
and French from the
Nostell Priory [Winn
Family] Collection
[c1700s]
WYL1352/A4/[1620]/26 –
Recipes for medicines for
Sir Rowland to take daily
from the Nostell Priory
[Winn Family] Collection
[Nov 1721]
C696 – ‘Yorkshire
Pharmacist’s Book of
Remedies’ and medical
notes [c1830-1880]

DB9/13 - Account book
which includes medicinal
recipes [1742-1763]

DB65/C1/2/1 to 68 –
Appointment diaries and
notebooks of William
Hewitt of Queensbury
and the Isle of Man
includes medicinal
recipes [1907-1963]
DB65/C2/27 - Notebook
of G Beanlands of
Bradford includes
medicinal recipes [c17341837]

Leeds

WYL1352/A4/[1532]/7 –
Various remedies in
French from the Nostell
Priory [Winn Family]
Collection [nd]

Please note: this list is an overview of collections held by WYAS and it is not comprehensive– some offices may hold unlisted
collections or related items within other collections so please contact the relevant office if you cannot find what you are looking for

RECIPES IN COLLECTIONS

Bradford
HEA/B/144 – Account
book of [?] Heaton of
Ponden includes
medicinal recipes [17281778]
SpSt/6/7/12 – Medicinal
recipes for treatment of
humans and animals
[17th-18th century]
SpSt/15/5 – Book
containing medicinal
recipes for animals
[1633-1682]
WYB20/1 – Account
book of Joshua
Horton[?]containing
medicinal recipes for
animals [1728-1742]

Calderdale

Kirklees

Wakefield

Leeds

WYL1352/A4/[1536]/2 –
Remedies for dry skin
and hair complaints in
French from the Nostell
Priory [Winn Family]
Collection [nd]
WYL1352/A4/[1538]/28 –
Formula for various
remedies from the
Nostell Priory [Winn
Family] Collection [nd]
WYL1352/A4/[1558]/81 –
Page of remedies from
the Nostell Priory [Winn
Family] Collection [nd]
WYL1352/A4/[1558]/92 –
Remedies for contusions
of the feet?, and hair
from the Nostell Priory
[Winn Family] Collection
[nd]

Please note: this list is an overview of collections held by WYAS and it is not comprehensive– some offices may hold unlisted
collections or related items within other collections so please contact the relevant office if you cannot find what you are looking for

RECIPES IN COLLECTIONS

Bradford
WYB413/1 – Stone
mason's account book,
Bradford area includes
recipes for cholera and
cough medicine [18211834]

51D98/3/28 – Exercise
book containing
handwritten remedies for
ailments [early 20th
century]
BDP33/3/1/2/1 – Burley
Chapel rent book
including medicinal
remedies
14D00/1/5 – Newspaper
cuttings concerning
influenza and medicinal
cures [1912]

Calderdale

Kirklees

Wakefield

Leeds

WYL1352/A4/[1562]/6 –
Letter from Thomas
Jennings, London, to Sir
Rowland Winn.
Remedies for various
ailments in horses from
the Nostell Priory [Winn
Family] Collection [Oct
1728]
WYL1352/A4/[1578]/16 –
Sheet of remedies for
horses from the Nostell
Priory [Winn Family]
Collection [nd]
WYL1352/A4/[1622]/8 –
Formula for remedies
from the Nostell Priory
[Winn Family] Collection
[nd]
WRD7/6/1/59 – Medical
Officer of Health report
includes a ‘cure’ for TB
[1911]

Please note: this list is an overview of collections held by WYAS and it is not comprehensive– some offices may hold unlisted
collections or related items within other collections so please contact the relevant office if you cannot find what you are looking for

RECIPES IN COLLECTIONS

Bradford
DB65/C2/23 Newspaper cuttings book
of Mr A Sutcliffe of Cross
Banks, Shipley including
various medicinal cures
[1877-1891]

Calderdale

Kirklees

Wakefield

Leeds

WYL1352/A4/[1557]/11 –
Formula for a cure for
hearburn marked C C
Causon from the Nostell
Priory [Winn Family]
Collection [nd]
WYL1352/A4/[1608]/2 –
Advertisement for 'Dr
Waite's celebrated worm
medicine, in the form of
gingerbread nuts.' from
the Nostell Priory [Winn
Family] Collection [May
1792]
C1084 – Stothard and
freeman Ladies and
Children’s Outfitters
Collection includes
recipies and remedies
[c1890-1909]

Please note: this list is an overview of collections held by WYAS and it is not comprehensive– some offices may hold unlisted
collections or related items within other collections so please contact the relevant office if you cannot find what you are looking for

RECIPES IN COLLECTIONS

Bradford

Calderdale

Kirklees

Wakefield

Leeds

Household / Business / Other Recipes
91D77/4 – Recipe to
destroy Greenfly from the
Busfeild-Ferrand Family
of Bingley [1893]

WYC:1273/18 –
‘Authentic Recipe Book’
including details for hair
wash and dandelion
coffee [early 20th century]

C149/20 - Recipe for
preventing incrustation of
boilers from the papers of
J T and J Taylor ,
Woollen manufacturers,
Batley [1871]

C1253/2 – recipe book
including black ink
ingredients and a recipe
'to change red hair to a
beautiful brown’ [17401751]

BAR/5/14 - Recipe for
cleaning an oven or
range [18th century]

RMP:913 – 'The
experienced English
Housekeeper' by
Catharine Brooks
includes recipes and tips
[nd]

DD/WBA/44 - Recipe for
preserving the colour and
smell of roses from the
papers of the Beaumont
of Whitley Family [late
17th century]

ZM6 – John Mackintosh
and Company
Confectioners of Halifax
copy of recipe book [20th
century]

DB63/C5/6 – C J
Cutcliffe Hyne ‘The
Recipe for Diamonds’
[1890s]

WYL1790 – Recipe book,
good things, Made, Said
and Done for Every
Home and Household
Published by Goodall,
Backhouse and Co,
Leeds, manufacturing
chemists [1895]
WYL230/2860 –
Calculations for rent on
the back of a recipe for
bottling gooseberries and
making ink from the
Ingilby Records [19th
century]

KC313/13/2 – Dyer’s
recipe book for dyeing
woollen pieces, recipes
with samples to illustrate
results taken from the
Tolson Museum
Business Papers [17891844]

Please note: this list is an overview of collections held by WYAS and it is not comprehensive– some offices may hold unlisted
collections or related items within other collections so please contact the relevant office if you cannot find what you are looking for

RECIPES IN COLLECTIONS

Bradford
JOW/14/24 – Recipe to
destroy rats and mice
[nd]

SPSt/6/7/9 – Recipe ‘to
make good ink’ [17th
century]

SpSt/6/7/25 – Recipe for
pot-pourri [18th century]

Calderdale

Kirklees

Wakefield

Leeds

KC314/5/15 – Malt
brewing recipe printed by
Kemp of Huddersfield
taken from the Tolson
Museum Papers [mid
19th century]
WYK1469/3/3 - Recipe
for an old fashioned
method of darkening grey
hair using tea from the
Dorothy Turner collection
[Jun 1943]
WYK1547/8/1 – Recipe
book by Benjamin Shaw
and Company Limited
Mineral water and
Cordial manufacturers
includes recipe's for
Coltsfoot Wine,
Lemonade for syphons,
Lemon Squash, Stone
Ginger Beer, Lemonade,
Cream Soda, Lime Juice
and Soda, Ginger Ale,
Dandelion and Burdock,
Sarsparilla [1896-1934]

Please note: this list is an overview of collections held by WYAS and it is not comprehensive– some offices may hold unlisted
collections or related items within other collections so please contact the relevant office if you cannot find what you are looking for

RECIPES IN COLLECTIONS

Bradford
WYB362/20/3 – Recipes
for colour [oil paints/]
from the Greenwoods of
Oxenhope [19th – 20th
century]
22D92/168 – Household
hints, remedies, recipes
from Bradford Grammar
School Collection
[c1940s]

32D83/15/4 – Recipe for
waterproofing of roofs
[1839-1846]

BAR/5/12 - Notebook
containing recipes for
different coloured paints
[19th century]

Calderdale

Kirklees

Wakefield

Leeds

C149/692 – ‘Flock and
Mill Waste’ book
including recipes [18731890]
DD/WBM/115 – recipe
for ink from beer and
galls, recipes for elixor
proprietatis and elixor
salutis, and how to distil
spirit of scurvy grass [18th
century]
KX362 – John
Waddington of Parkgate,
Armitage Bridge
Notebooks [copies]
including medicinal and
household recipes [20th
century]
WYK1075/3/1/2 to 3 –
Dyebooks containing dye
recipes from the Holliday
Dyes and Chemical
Limited Collection [19211970]

Please note: this list is an overview of collections held by WYAS and it is not comprehensive– some offices may hold unlisted
collections or related items within other collections so please contact the relevant office if you cannot find what you are looking for

RECIPES IN COLLECTIONS

Bradford
WYB26/10/3 – Recipes
for the treatment of a
Bowling Green from the
papers of Bingley
Bowling Green Club
Company Limited [19371944]

Calderdale

Kirklees

Wakefield

Leeds

KC172 Joseph Haigh,
recipes for dyeing, 18031845
WYK312/13/3 John
Nowell, recipes for
dyeing

Please note: this list is an overview of collections held by WYAS and it is not comprehensive– some offices may hold unlisted
collections or related items within other collections so please contact the relevant office if you cannot find what you are looking for

